
 

Happy New Year! 

Welcome back everyone. We hope everyone had a lovely 

break. This term our topic will be source to sea. We will be 

looking at the water cycle and the formation of rivers. We 

will then focus on the Amazon River and Rainforest. 

 

 

 

 

 

English  

During the first half term our focus will be on fantasy stories. We will look at a couple of 

stories with a fantasy element to them. We will be producing our own stories where we 

find a lost thing. Hopefully, you will share them with us on our open afternoon.  

After half-term, we will be looking at explanation texts based on our topic and 

explaining how rivers form and how they travel. Finally, we will be creating some poetry 

using all our knowledge we have gathered throughout the term.  

During guided reading we will be looking at Bill’s New Frock and George’s Marvellous 

Medicine. We will be building on all the skills we have learnt during the autumn term 

and putting them into practice. 

Maths 

Before Christmas we started focussing on multiplication and division. We will be 

continuing this initially. As always, any extra support at home with times tables will give 

your child a great advantage in their learning. Using times tables rock stars at home will 

help children to revise as it focuses on the tables children are less sure of (which is why 

it may appear difficult to some). Year 4 in particular need to focus on this as they will be 

completing their statutory Times Tables check during the Summer term where they 

need to recall 25 random times tables up to 12 x 12.  The Year 3s will be spending time 

looking at units of measure (cm, g, ml etc) whilst the Year 4s look at graphs and 

fractions. It is great to see so many children engaging with Mathletics through choice.  



 

PE 

During this term we will be 

preparing for UDance. It is 

therefore important that PE kits are 

in every day as we will be 

rehearsing more regularly as the 

term goes on. 

Diary Dates 

Rivers Trip- 28th February (2/3 volunteers 

needed) 

U-Dance- 10th March 

Class Assembly – 16th March (2:40pm) 

 

Homework 

Thank you to all the children (and parents) who are completing homework weekly. This is really 

showing in the class work these children are producing.  

Homework reminder: As always we expect all children to read to an adult for at least 10 

minutes every day in order to secure their fluency and understanding. This includes discussing 

what they have read. Only reading needs to be recorded in homework records. Please sign daily 

to show your child has read. Records will be checked on Mondays.  Children who complete the 

‘Strive for 5’ reading challenge each week will be entered into the reading raffle. Maths 

homework is always set on Mathletics (please help your child login if you know they struggle 

with this). Children are expected to complete the 2 set tasks. If not completed children will be 

expected to do this during a break time. Topic homework this term has already been set on 

Seesaw - this is to be uploaded by 13/02/2023. It would be lovely if all children would engage 

with this during this term as it is so great for them to be able to share what they have found out 

with the rest of the class. 

Any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to contact 

us 

Miss Ellwood, Miss Goulding and Mrs Bound 


